CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusions

This study focused on the maintenance of Javanese language in Medan North Sumatera. It was aimed to gain the factors support Javanese language maintenance in Pujakesuma Medan. Based on the findings, the conclusions are stated:

1. The important factor in this study of language maintenance in Pujakesuma Medan is the new addition of factor that gave many contributions to Javanese language maintenance in Medan, because from there Javanese teenagers learned and used Javanese language in preparation and showing traditional culture deeply even the higher level of Javanese language. But, living together with first generation, use of language in family domain, use of language in neighborhood domain, use of language in workplace domain, use of language in showing traditional culture are also the main factors in maintaining a language.

2. The strategies in maintaining Javanese language from young generation of Javanese in Medan, North Sumatera using strategies such as family language policy, using the language in daily communication, and learning Javanese language in showing traditional culture.

3. The young generation of Pujakesuma Medan maintain their language because they proud in using Javanese language with other Javanese people
who asked them in Javanese language, preserve their language and culture, and by using the language shows their identity as Javanese people.

5.2 Suggestions

In relations the conclusions, there are several suggestions are needed to be shared, some elements are:

1. It is suggested to young generation of Javanese in Pujakesuma Medan to learn and use Javanese language in their community and elders. They should use Javanese language in all domains to preserve their language.

2. To the organization of Pujakesuma in Medan, North Sumatera is suggested that a policy should be made to preserve Javanese language even the written language into a private class in this organization, especially addressed to young generations of Pujakesuma, and try to have some new or modern ways to learn Javanese language.

3. It is suggested to Javanese teenagers in Generasi Muda Pujakesuma Medan to pride of using Javanese language, make an event that preserve the language and culture, and show your identity with using Javanese language. To the next researcher is suggested to focus on the standard of Javanese language in Medan that related to language use from which part of Java Island that brought to Medan by the immigrants.